
The duties of the physician are several.
We know more and enjoy larger opportunities and with them come greater responsibilities, but could 

Hippocrates return he would find no change in those essential duties in which he is still our great exemplar. 

They are four: so as to study our cases as to acquire facility in the art of diagnosis, which must everywhere 

precede the rational treatment of disease; so as to grow in clinical judgement that we may learn to appreciate 

the relative value of the symptoms and physical signs, and give to the patient and his friends a forecast or 

prognosis; so as to conduct the treatment that the patient may be restored back to health at the earliest 

possible period, or, failing that, be given the greatest possible measure of relief, whether by drugs, the action 

of which he should carefully study, so as to have a strong and abiding faith in those which have been tried and 

not found wanting, by diet, by exercise, or by all the physical means available, and often by the exercise of his 

own strong personality; and lastly, so as to arrange sanitary and hygienic measures that, whenever possible, 

disease may be prevented.

(Source: The Evolution of Internal Medicine. In Modern Medicine: Its Theory and Practice. 
Philadelphia: Lea Brothers, 1907:34.)

Live to our threefold capacity.
In his character as a physician a man has a threefold relation: with the public, with the profession and with 

himself. Not one of us in all, only a few of us in some of these diverse relations, live up to our full capacity.

(Source: Dr Johnston as A Physician. Washington Med Ann 1902;1:158-61.)

The physician’s heart is the most important aspect of practice.
Of the three factors in practice, heart, head, and pocket, to our credit, be it said, the first named is most potent.

(Source: Penfield W Neurology in Canada and the Osler Centennial. Can Med Assoc J 1949;61:69-73.)

OSLER’S NOTES

How has this impacted on the quality of training? 
Senior surgeons anecdotally bemoan the declining 
competence of young Registrars but this is not 
actually surprising given the limited opportunities 
to learn – Some surgical departments have so many 
junior staff that young doctors only have two or 
three calls a months and it is not uncommon to have 
“too many trainees” in an operating theatre with 
most of them enviously looking on or distractedly 
holding retractors.

Finally, with rising patient expectations and 
increasingly lukewarm receptiveness to being a 
‘guinea pig’ for students and trainees to practise on, 
it will be more and more difficult to find willing 
patients in whom it is genuinely ‘safe enough’ for 
trainees to learn on.

We have for decades used patients to teach, 
sometimes exposing patients to unnecessary risks. 
Perhaps we could have justified this previously, citing 
constrained resources and limited alternatives, but 
the only reason why we continue to do so today is 
because we can get away with it. Can we still, or is 

it time to seriously examine how we can make the 
necessary training of a doctor as safe as it can for 

both the doctor and the patient?  n    
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